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Steve Tibbetts: Life Of
Steve Tibbetts, 12-string guitar, piano; Michelle Kinney, cello, drones; Marc Anderson,
percussion, handpan
ECM 2599 (CD). 2018. An ECM production; Steve Tibbetts, eng.; Greg Reierson, eng., mastering.
DDD. TT: 50:40
Performance *****
Sonics *****

The sound of Steve Tibbetts's guitar music is unique—one need hear only a measure or two of his new album to identify the distinct tang
of his playing. Common wisdom is that a guitarist's sound is in the hands and fingers, but Tibbetts has another trick: his weathered,
50-year-old Martin D12-20 12-string acoustic guitar.
The compositions are modest in length, each named for a friend or family member. Not songs per se, they pour forth slowly like careful
meditations, or a deep fog moving over a range of tree-shaded mountains. That last sentence might suggest new-agey syrup, but Tibbetts’s
approach is too intelligent, textured, and idiosyncratic for that characterization. There are no repeating patterns or gratuitous dynamic
builds—instead, you feel Tibbetts trying to gently reach inside the guitar to pull out every ounce of detail and meaning as a piece develops.
He later flavors and spices the tracks with his confederates’ contributions, to further bring out the embedded intent. Those confederates are
Tibbetts’s longtime companion Marc Anderson, on percussion and handpan, and new collaborator Michelle Kinney, who provides sparse
cello and, per her liner-note credit, drones.” Kinney has performed with many jazz legends, including Henry Threadgill and John Zorn;
here she provides deep backdrops for Tibbetts’s sinewy, sweet-and-sour guitar lines. (excerpt)
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Because there’s so much atmosphere
in music—the reverb-laden guitar,
ghostly piano chords, quiet washes of
percussion—it can be easy to assume
that atmosphere is all he’s got. After all,
the guitarist is not one for big, brash
melodies or deeply funky grooves,
nor do his tunes offer anything like
the easily decoded structure of pop
songcraft. And when the narrative is
hard to follow, it’s all too tempting to
assume there isn’t one at all. Pay close

attention, though, and Life Of reveals
a world of sonic surprises. With “Life Of
Mir,” it’s relentlessly shifting harmony
and splashes of Michelle Kinney’s
cello; with “Life Of Dot,” it’s harmonics
pulled from bent strings to give each
note unique flavor; with “Life Of Alice,”
it’s the intertwining rhythms of fingerpicked guitar, sampled gamelan and
piano. It might be less than an hour long,
but Life Of will provide years of deep
and rewarding listening. --J.D. Considine

